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Executive VP search won’t include Batt
BY TRUONG PHUOC KHANH
Spartan Daily Staff Wnter

While CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz
deleted the term "interim" from SJSU
President J. Handel Evans’ official title
last December, Dean Batt has remained,
since fall 1991, as interim executive vice
president.
But not for much longer, because
Evans is looking for a new EVP.
When Munitz appointed Evans and

Batt almost two years ago to lead SJSU
the interim executive team after former President Gail Fullerton retired in
September 1991 the two thought it
was only going to be for nine months.
"My intent was to stay for a limited
time," Batt said. "We have a couple of
desires for the university. One is that it
has stability. I think it’s time to look for a
permanent person for this position and
clean up the interim business."

This time around, Munitz will have
nothing to do with who serves under
Evans. It is strictly an internal decision,
according to Batt. "My appointment last
time by Munitz was unusual," he said.
Evans will not be searching by himself.
Following university policy, he is
requesting nominations for an EVP
selection committee consisting of teaching faculty, students and administrators,
"who would be the best representatives

SJSU may abandon
student association
BY NANCY FoNG

Spartan Daily StatT Wnter

SJSU may follow in the footsteps of the
Sacramento, San Bernardino and Stanislaus campuses by pulling out of the California State Student Association (CSSA).
Possibly replacing the student representative body would be a "presidents council"
made up of the Associated Student presidents from each CSU campus.
Prior to the departure of the three campuses, the CSSA had been the primary
statewide student advocacy organization
for all 20 campuses of the CSU system. The
statewide organization represents students
before the Legislature, the governor, the
CSU board of trustees and the chancellor
and his office.
CSSA is currently governed by a board
of directors comprised of one student representative from each participating CSU
campus. The student representatives meet
monthly to address issues directly impact-

in the selection process for this key position," according to a memo sent to members of the university community.
The search committee, to be appointed by Evans in two weeks, will consist of
seven to nine individuals, Batt said. Then
there will be a national search for candidates. Anyone with the proper credentials, from within the university or from
other campuses, is welcome to apply.
"We’re looking for the best possible

pool of candidates we can get," Batt said.
Evans is designing a list of specifications of what he’s looking for in the new
EV P, to be disclosed at a later date. It will
be similar to a job description, Batt said.
All searches at the university, by federal law, are affirmative action oriented.
"We will make every effort to recruit candidates who are women and minority:’
Batt said.
See VICE PRESIDENT, Page 4

Hands-on

ing higher education and to adopt policy
positions on state legislation.
The dissent over student representation
resulted from CSSA and individual campus
disagreements about policy and the perception that the CSSA staff in Sacramento
"was not responsive CSSA Chairman
Angelo Whitfield said.
Whitfield sees "no reason why the CSSA
and a president’s council could not coexist
and work in a complementary fashion." Yet
having served on a president’s council himself, Whitfield believes that a council could
not do an adequate job of handling all of
the work that CSSA does.
"The CSSA has a full-time staff to analyze the bills that affect higher education,"
Whitfield said. "A presidents council can’t
do the statewide and daily lobbying that
the Sacramento staff does:’
In the long term, "we are all looking for
the same end result. This hurts us in that
See STUDENTS, Page 3

Indian dissenter quits
dub, starts own group
AIMEE MCKINNEY SPARTAN DAILY

BY THEODORE SCHMIDT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Itvo Indian clubs with the same purpose
provide the SJSU students with a wider
range of opportunities in studying and
learning about the Indian culture.
But the newer club is raising questions
about the existing Indian Students Association.
Parvinder Chohan, a member of ISA,
said he was unhappy with the progress of
ISA and "thought the club was going to do
something."
"Why promote Indian culture when all
you do is social events?" Chohan asked,
referring to ISA.
This discontent led him to start his own
club, the Sikh Students Association of SJSU

(SSA). "My intention for SSA is to promote
Sikh culture in the U.S. and to educate
myself and others through conferences,
panel discussions and other activities,"
Chohan said. "The concept that ISA promotes Indian culture in America is a joke,"
he said.
ISA president Sameer Tomar said,
"Parvinder is a member of ISA, but he has
never expressed any of his complaints
about our club. Most of the members are
very happy with the club. The meetings are
more member oriented; we ask the members what they want to do and see what
their ideals are."
Tomar said 1SA’s main goal is to try to
keep Indian culture alive on campus
See CLUBS, Page 4

ABOVE: New Spartan Head Coach John Ral
ston Instructs a defensive player at Wednesday’s practice. The practice was the kickoff
for the upcoming season.
RI6HT: Dan McCarthy, a sophomore defensive tackle for SJSU, fractured his foot during
training last week. McCarthy will now be
watching practices from the sidelines.
See page six for the inside story.
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SJSU media garner CIPA awards
Li Spartan Daily honoredfor best news section; nine Invadcasters win as well
BY LAURA ICLEINMAN
Spartan Daily Malt Writer

MATT WAIL IS - SPARTAN 1,All

Miguel Diaz speaks Tuesday night at a forum discussing the federal trial for Rodney King

Students discuss scenarios for coping with King decision
BY KEVIN TURNER

Spartan Daily Sian Writer

With the Rodney King trial
coming to an end this week, nearly
150 students voiced their opinions
to a group of seven panelists in a
heated forum Tuesday night at the
Dining Commons.
According to University Police
Chief Richard Abeyta, the police

are concerned about what happened last year, "and want to make
sure people aren’t going to get hurt.
People have the right to protest and
assemble peacefully, but (the
police) want to prevent violence
and destruction on campus."
"The purpose of this forum was
to get the realities and information
from the students," said Abeyta,

who was one ot the panelists.
"Tell us that the government is
OK:’ a student said. "I’m tired of
the police violating our human
rights. If there is no change at all
we will take to violence."
Another student said, "I would
define the rioting and looting as a
just rebellion"
See KING, Page 4

The Spartan Daily, KSJSFM and Update News earned
several first-place awards during California Intercollegiate
Press Association’s (CIPA’s)
44th Annual Convention.
Although SJSU print journalism students were not
allowed to compete in the convention’s writing competitions
because the university hosted
the event, Spartan Daily staff
submitted several entries in
the mail -in competition. Firstplace winners were Ellie Molloy for best opinion column,
Scott Sady for best news
photo, Shiela Dawkins for best
feature photo and the Spartan
Daily newspaper itself for the
best news section.
SJSU broadcast journalism
students competed against
broadcast students from CSU
Fullerton and CSU North r idge. Fi rst- place winners
included Damian Trujillo with

KSJS-FM and Christine Sitton,
Julie Hail, Brian Burkett, Kim
Nighswonger, Michael Gardiner, Derrick Villa and
from
Odegaard
Colleen
Update News.
Access magazine won second place for general excellence.
CSU Chancellor Barry
Munitz maintained a confident posture while journalism
students from a variety of
higher education institutions
took turns firing a barrage of
questions for the full 90 minute period allowed them
during a prearranged news
event at the Hilton Hotel
March 26.
The event ran through Sunday, March 28. News events
were conducted Friday followed by a series of workshops
and an awards banquet on Saturday.
The participating journalism students chose from several news events Friday, includ-

p
LEL

ing on-the-spot news, opinion,
sports, entertainment or features writing, copy editing,
front page design or editorial
cartoon drawing.
Brian Gee and Mike Taylor,
two radio journalists from
California State University,
Fullerton, said they were looking to see how they would fare
against other journalism students.
Tim Tindau, the production manager of the newspaper at California State University, Dominguez Hills, said the
event was his first time seeing
Munitz speak.
After hearing Munitz,
Edwin Bill, a student from Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo, said
Munitz’ speech was a departure from the CIPA competition held last year. Bill said he
took third place in that news writing event, which was
based on a fictitious event
involving picketers in a union
dispute.
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Helping the budget deficit
by legalizing marijuana

LoCV-i-r) LIT.

PZC -LIVE

The legalization of-marijuana
would help the economy and
increase tax revenues.

plethora of such horrors as spousal or
child abuse, drunk driving or death.
The only thing an overdose of
marijuana leads to is deep relaxation
or sleep
with little ill effects the
next day.
There is a discomforting douAside from the health aspects, the
ble standard taking place in the economic realities of marijuana are
American judicial system concerning staggering. It is the single largest
the illegality of marijuana.
cash -generating crop. The money
It is time to put away the unneces- exchanging hands for it is oversary fears of marijuana and seriously whelming. Legal or not, people will
consider the idea of its legalization.
continue to buy it.
The fact that alcohol, the single
Through wide commercial distribmost damaging drug in modern soci- ution and taxation, the money generety, is legal while marijuana remains ated from its legalization would proillegal is the very definition of vide a tremendous financial boost,
hypocrisy.
giving the nation a much stronger
Alcohol abuse contributes to an budgetary base with which to take
incredible number of violent crimes care of some serious problems.
such as rape, murder and assault.
This is one reason more politicians
Violent crimes as the result of mari- such as George Shultz, former U.S.
juana, however, are practically secretary of state, are embracing the
nonexistent.
idea of legalization. Another reason is
Opponents to legalization would marijuana’s medicinal benefits and
say the harmful effects of marijuana the utter failure of the drug war.
to the user are lung damage, lack of
The reason marijuana is illegal is
motivation and brain-cell damage. the negative stigma placed on it.
Only lung tissue damage has been Americans have been fed with so
empirically proven, and it is not near- much misinformation that they are
ly the amount of damage caused by blind to the simple facts.
The fact is marijuana is nowhere
tobacco.
The theory that marijuana inhibits near as harmful as alcohol and tobacmotivation ignores the fact that a co.
hard night of drinking and the resultThe hemp plant, from which mariing hangover kills about fifteen hours juana is extracted, also has a number
of someone’s day, while a night of of valuable uses, such as alternative
heavy pot smoking takes out about fuel and clothing.
six hours.
Politicians should realize the paraMore importantly, too much noid fears of marijuana are unfounddrinking in a night can lead to a ed and push for its legalization.

Letters to the editor

Forced pay cuts would help student fees
Editor,
Raising fees is not the only option.
Throughout the "budget crisis" I
have been forced to pay increasing
fees. For what?
Decreasing availability of classes
that I am required to take for my
major and decreasing quality education, that’s what.
I have never read, nor heard report
of CSU administrators being forced
to take pay cuts and benefit cuts (not
freezes). It seems as if they just shrug
the burden of sacrifice off to students.
If every single president, vice-president, chancellor, trustee, etc., etc.
were to have their pay reduced by an
arbitrary 3 percent, we would save
thousands of dollars, maybe millions
(considering the number of CSU
employees who are administrators

and not instructors, student assistants, nor maintenance).
I am earning $2.50 per hour less
than three years ago. I have no benefits, and I was even laid-off two years
ago in addition to being forced to pay
twice as much for my student fees
during the budget crisis. I cannot
afford another fee increase.
What sacrifices have CSU administrators been forced to deal with during the budget crisis?
If the administration is participating in the negative results of the budget crisis, I would like the Spartan
Daily to do a detailed and specific
report on all cuts and freezes the CSU
administrators are making.
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Jamestown justice turns criminals into victims
By 1900, over 700 people
accused of crimes in California had been killed by vigilante mobs.
The violent mobs would
drag the prisoner out of the
cell and onto a platform set up
outside. Once on that platform, the mob would hash
over the crimes the prisoner
supposedly committed and
then
would proceed with a
mock trial.
After the
trial, the
prisoner
was publicly killed.
Ellie
Nesler was
saved the
trouble of
a
mock
trial and
having to
drag the prisoner out of the jail
cell.
Daniel Driver was already
out of his Tuolumne County
jail cell waiting for his preliminary hearing on whether there
was enough evidence to try
him for allegedly molesting
four boys. One of those boys
was Nesler’s son.

Nesler pulled out a .25 -caliber semiautomatic pistol and
fired five shots into the he i of
Driver, thereby administering
her own brand of justice.
Many people in Jamestown
have come out in support of
Nesler, saying justice wasn’t
going to be served by the
courts, so Ellie did the only
thing she could have done.
I think these people need to
quit watching so many westerns and get
back to reality.
This isn’t
the old west
anymore:
people can’t
shoot those
whom they
feel are guilty.
Understanding why
Ellie killed
the man is
easy. What
Driver did to
her son was sick and inhumane. If I found out someone I
loved had been molested, I
would want to wage some vigilante justice of my own.
I would want to do it, but I
wouldn’t.
As much as Daniel Driver
deserves to pay severely for
destroying the lives of the boys

fIfound out someone I loved had been
molested, I would
want to wage some
vigilantejustice of
my own.

he allegedly molested, killing
the man without due process
of law is still murder.
Does the family of Driver
now have the right to go and
kill Ellie because she murdered
a loved one of theirs?
No one has the right to take
another person’s life unless it is
in self defense.
Ellie needed to shoot the
man five years ago at the Sierra
camp when her son was
allegedly being molested if she
wants to claim self-defense.
If people in this country
decide bucking the court system by taking "justice" into
their own hands is the way to
get things done, then the
country might as well send all
of the judges and the juries
home and let mob rule be the
way the criminal court system
is run.
Granted the current criminal court system is a crap
shoot where those who are
lucky enough or have the
means to get a good lawyer get
off scot-free and those who
don’t, don’t.
Dissatisfaction with the
legal process is no reason to
take the law into one’s own
hands and become the judge,
jury and executioner.
We as a nation cannot on
one hand condemn the killing

John Perez

In the Mist
of an abortion doctor and on
the other condone the murder
of a child molester. Murder is
murder, no matter who commits the crime.
Instead of taking the law
into their own hands, people
need to push hard for judicial
reform. This shooting should
send a loud message to President Clinton that the judicial
system in the country needs to
be overhauled before more
people decide to mete out their
own brand of law and order.
As for those 700 people that
vigilantes killed, later investigations showed about 100 of
those people where actually
innocent.

John Perez is a Daily staff
columnist. ilis column appears
every Thursday.
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The joys of cutting offa cop on the freeway
On perhaps one of the
most beautiful Saturdays of
the year, I sat among thirty
other people.
We were all from different
backgrounds, but we shared
one common interest: none of
us wanted to be here.
It was 8 a.m. and the guy
next to me sat up and griped
how this was a waste of his
time and how he had other
things to do.
I then sat back and went
into my own world and reminisced on why I was there in
the first place.
I remember that October
afternoon like yesterday. I was
driving 280 south on my way
to class at SJSU.
I decided to take a different
route to school, so I got off of
280 and got onto the
Guadalupe Parkway, north,
figuring to exit on Santa Clara
Street.
On the parkway, I noticed
my exit was much sooner than
I thought. In order to make
this exit, my only choice was to
jump out of the left lane and
cut someone off to get to the
right exiting lane.
Yes, I know I would upset
whomever it was I cut off, but I

figured making the exit was
worth it.
The person I cut off would
only be mad at me for the next
five minutes, an hour at most.
I accelerated and went for it.
Little did I know that one individual in my blind spot would
be a police officer who would
be angry with me for the next
five minutes to an hour.
After I cut into his path, I
saw him trying to maintain his
balance on his motorcycle
through my rear view mirror
heart dropped.
then my
(Incidentally, I did make the
exit.)
The police officer followed
me off the freeway exit with a
sneer look on his face. Within
the next minute, I was history.
So there I sat, in my circle at
traffic school watching a California Highway Patrolman
named Ray review the rules of
the road.
What is it about getting a
ticket? Is it the embarrassment
of being pulled over, the long
line we wait in at traffic court,
or do we automatically think
of that Saturday wasted in traffic school?
When we first get the ticket,
we go through the first stage of
denial. "I didn’t do it. Why did

he stop me? I’m taking him or
her to court."
Even though I cut a police
officer off in broad daylight, I
still blamed my car. (The car is
built so I can’t see clearly
behind me so it was a bad
excuse, but I was desperate.)
However, by the time we get
the notice to appear in court in
the mail, you figure it’s too late
for court.
You reach the stage of
acceptance, admit your guilt
and opt to attend traffic
school.
A spokesman from the
National Traffic Safety Institute claims it is their goal to
teach students the traffic laws
so you never want to break
them again.
From my experience, it
doesn’t seem to be through
those 1960 gory movies you
might have seen in your safety
education classes in high
school.
The class was taught in a
classroom setting, where the
instructor covered a number
of topics, such as the results of
speeding, unsafe lane changes
and drunk driving.
The rest of the class was statistics, some which can be
called alarming, such as five

Torrey Webb

Writer’s Fomm
persons in a typical classroom
will die in an automobile accident. Instead of movies, I
guess they figured the statistics
were enough to scare us.
For some people, it may
have worked, and as for me, I
can say I learned a little
between listening to class and
the person next to me gripe
about being there on a beautiful Saturday.
At 4 p.m., immediately after
class was excused, I sped down
the freeway at 68 miles per
hour to visit my fiancee.

Torrry VVebb is a Daily staff writer
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we are not a united student front:’
he said.
"Lots of campuses are sufferCATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMU- ing from budget cuts and are reNITY: Daily Lent Mass, 12:10- evaluating their budgets," Whit12:30p.m., Holy Thursday Servi- field said. The CSSA has come
ce, 7p.m., Campus Christian under budget scrutiny because it
Center Chapel, 10th and San is funded by student fees, receivCarlos, call Sr. Judy at 298-0204. ing 50 cents per student annually.
Todd Layering, SJSU AssociatHISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 5:30p.m., SU Al- ed Students president, said, "stumaden Room, call Adria at 370- dents deserve better for their
money." As a result he supports
1031.
lOPP/TAPPI STUDENT CHAPT- re-evaluating SJSU’s representaER: Meeting and speaker on Fle- tion by the CSSA.
Layering was very disappointxible Packaging, 3:30p.m., Industrial Studies Bldg. Room #115, ed in what he saw as the CSSA’s
failure to talce strong position
call Mark at 746-5905.
MUSIC DEPT.: The Listening against the 37-percent fee hike
adopted by th,.! CSU board of
Hour, Jeannine Dennis 12:30trustees last month.
1:20p.m., Music Bldg. Concert
Nicole Launder, CSSA repreHall, call 924-4673.
sentative for SJSU, said, "the
PHYSICS DEPT.: Seminar: Ima- underlying purpose of the CSSA
ges of Photoelectrons, 1:30p.m., is to meet students’ needs, which
Science Bldg. Room #251, call are getting classes, graduating on
924-5210.
time and not payin,.; high fees."
SIKH STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
"SJSU shouldn’t pull out,
Meeting, 12-12:30p.m., SU Pach- because it is the only statewide
eco Room, call Parvinder at 9248736.
BRAVO PAG S
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES:
Bone marrow blood test for AfriWhy Us?
Unlirnitsel Coll1n9
can Americans, Asian AmericaNo Hidden Chor9 es
Nerec
ns, Native Americans, and LatinGocsi
LIKE NEW
os, 10a.m.-3p.m., SU Costanoan TOUCH TEL PAGING Gr..1 54,1<4
3097 MOORPARK. S J (Winchester) (408)243-1000
Room, call Oscar at 924-6117.

The San Jose State calendar
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS & ASTRONAUTICS:
Guest speaker, NASA Aimes Research Center on Aircraft Design,
12:30-1:30p.m., Engineering Bldg. Room 276, call Vernon at
277-0160.
ASIAN & PACIFIC ISLANDERS
STUDENT UNION: Asian Outrea-ch Day Meeting, 5-7p.m., SU
Mo-ntalvo Room, call Carmelita
at 924-2518.
BAPTIST
STUDENT
MINISTRIES: Bible Study #1,
11:30a.m.-12:30-p.m.;
Bible
Study #2, 12:30-1:30-p.m., SU
Montalvo Room, call Steve or
Kim at 294-5767.
BIOLOGICAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 1:30p.m., Duncan Hall Room 346.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Thursday
evening fellowship, 6-8p.m., Campus Ministry Center, 300 S. 10th St., call Rev. Mann at 2980204.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Resume I, 12:30p.m., SU
Almaden Room; Careers for Environmental Studies Majors, 3 p.m., Engineering Bldg. Room
#189, call 924-6033.

organization that represents all
students. If we splinter out, we
won’t be effectively heard:’ Launder said. "It would be difficult for
the A.S. president to handle Lampus affairs in addition to what
CSSA currently does." Launder
stressed that unity is key to effectively working with the CSU
chancellor and his staff.
In response to individual campuses breaking from the CSSA,
CSU spokesman Steve McCarthy
said, "having two student (representative) organizations presents
unique challenges. It can present
problems if one group advocates
something and the other group
opposes it, but we will do what we
can to work with whatever leadership the students choose."
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’Vice president
From page I
The search committee will screen
applicants and bring three to five candidates on campus for interviews, Batt
said. "Then President Evans makes up
his mind to whom he will offer the job."
If all goes well, a new executive vice
president will be presiding over the fall
semester. He or she will perhaps even
have a new title, which may be vice president for administration, as Academic
James
Smart
Senate Chairman
announced during the latest senate
meet ing.
The change in the position’s title is
supposed to be a more accurate reflection of those departments that report to
administration: administration and
records, human resources, facilities
development and operations, purchasing and the University Police Department. The EVP is responsible and
accountable for all of the university
money as well.
Batt said he is not applying for the
position; he is going back to his earlier
job as vice president of student affairs.
While he feels he has made a contribution in the past two years, that is not
where his professional interest lies, he
said.
"My heart is in student affairs," Batt

said.
This may displace Gerald Brody, the
current interim vice president for student affairs. Brody said he assumed he
will also get his old job back as associate
vice president of student affairs. serving
under Batt.
"I think this is an appropriate time
for the search," Brody said. "We were
working as an interim team. which was
necessary then, but we need to move
forward." To do that, they need less of a
custodial role, and nu’’, of a permanent
team, he said.
The administrative shuffle
What does this academic version of
musical chairs mean to the university
and the players involved? By looking to
fill the EVP post permanently, Evans,
who was executive vice president under
Fullerton, is essentially signaling he is
not going back to his old job, as Batt
and Brody are doing.
"I would draw that conclusion," said
Associated Students President Todd
Layering, who is trying to get students
involved in the nominations of the
selection committee.
When he appointed Evans as interim
president, Munitz had stipulated that

Clubs
Prom page I
through social and cultural
events.
While many of the events
are social, Tomar said, "Some
of our social events like the
dances or the banquet we gave
had some educational value to
our culture while being completely social at the same time"
SSA consists of nine members, not all Sikhs; ISA has 125
members with 27 Sikhs.
"We have 27 Sikh members
and none of them knew about
Parvinder starting a Sikh club.
None of them were even
approached," Tomar said.
"ISA has totally changed
this year. We have more mem-

bers this year than we have in
the last ten years, more events
than the last two years combined, a newsletter every
month, membership cards for
all the members and free
events for the members,"
Tomar said. "Parvinder just
never expressed any problem
with the club." he said.
"I’ve been waiting for (ISA)
to do something (culturally). I
just don’t know what their
intention is, they should do
something to help out their
culture," Singh said "I feel that
I can not only help my culture
but the people here as well," he
said.
The main goals of SSA are

Evans could not apply for the position
during the unsuccessful search for president that was launched after Fullerton
retired.
Itvo years later, Munitz deleted the

‘If(the candidates) can
walk on water, that
would help.’
Dean Batt
Inter. exestitiee we president

term "interim" from Evans’ title last
December. The CSU chancellor also
clarified two weeks ago that Evans’
appointment as SJSU president begins
July 1 this year through the 1995-1996
academic year.
A search for a new president will be
conducted during Evans’ final year as
president.
During a question and answer session at the San Jose Hilton with student
journalists, sponsored by the California
Press
Association,
Intercollegiate
Munitz was asked if Evans could be considered a potential candidate in 1995.
Munitz answered, "if he wants to be."
Concerning the immediate future,

to help the community by finding jobs, donating clothes to
the needy and gaining experience from the Sikh community, Singh said.
Tomar said a majority of his
club’s events are social because
people lose interest in panel
discussions.
"Most of our events are
social because you can plan
them anytime .... Most of our
cultural events are Indian celebrations and we celebrate them
at the same time India does,"
he said.
Despite the disagreement,
Tomar said he will extend his
hand to help out SSA in any
way he can. "If Parvinder
needs any help with his club
we’ll sit together and HI help
him the best I can," Tomar
said.

students have a stake in who Evans
finally chooses as EVP. There are three
vice presidents who report to the president from three departments: executive,
academic and student affairs.
"All three vice presidents have had a
difficult couple of years," Batt said.
"We’ve cut about 26 percent out of the
university budget."
In the last two years, students have
seen a decline in the number of classes
available, fewer teachers and shorter
hours for numerous services, including
the library, Batt said.
"This is the largest crisis that higher
education in California has ever seen,"
he said. "It hasn’t been easy for us or
(for students)"
The EVP has a great deal of interaction with faculty, staff and various
unions, Batt said. The administrator has
an equally important relationship with
the community outside of campus, such
as the city, the state and businesses.
National interaction is required as well.
"It is much more broad in scope than
just taking care of business and day-today management," Batt said.
Mortals need not apply
All three vice presidents share the
task of designing a budget blueprint to
be presented to the president each year.
Aside from money matters, the job

From page I
One of the panelists said, "We
have to work with the system. We
have a chance to work things out
for ourselves."
Many of the students discussed
"the system" as an abstract statement, according to one panelist.
He said the need to talk in more
defined terms was necessary to
achieve positive results.
Another student talked about
criminal justice:
"Are we criminal minded? No,
we’re the victims of racism. I
don’t know how much control we
will have with the system. We
have to use non-violent methods.
Unless we change the attitudes of
people, nothing is going to
change."
Marcel Stewert, an SJSU fresh_

man political science major
asked, "Are we the criminals here
for rioting, or are the real criminals the ones who put us in this
place?"
A NAACP member talked
about the value of education,
which was a main focus of the
debate. "If we have education, we
respect ourselves more. Education is the key to understanding, a
chance to further ourselves. Education needs to be started at all
levels of government."
"More
African-American
males are in jail than are in college, and that’s racism," a student
said. "We need to look for other
ways to change peoples views
than (protesting) peacefully’
Juan Haro, leader of the Direct
Action Alliance, discussed some
of San Jose’s politics.
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With 21 direct bus lines to campus, we can create an individualized
progrom to meet your personal commuting needs.
To learn more, call

COPIES

924-RIDE

Or stop by the ADM. Bldg.
Wednesdays from 10 am to 1 pm
You’ll be glad you

252 7821
1821 .Scirutoga Ave I
Corner of Saratoga &
Expires 5/1/93 Lawrence Express Wayj

Your Alternative Transportation Solution
Funded by SJSU Office of Traffic Parking

Call Today For FREE All Day Bus Pass I

Please tell your friends. announce in classes and inform your_orgaDitations

ATTENTION!

ATTENTION!

ATTENTION!

ALL AFRICAN-AMERICANS, ASIAN-AMERICANS,
NATIVE AMERICANS AND LATINOS
This is an urgent request for you to have a blood test April 7 or 8, 1993 in order to help
save the lives of African -American, Asian-American, Native American and Latino
leukemia and/or other blood disorder patients. These patients have fatal blood diseases
requiring hone marrow transplants which are specific to racial or ethnic background.
This does NOT mean transplanting bone! Onlv the bone marrow. which is very similar iL!
blood in appearance. is transplanted to patients After the test, your 11LA (human leukocyte antigen) tissue type will he listed anonymously in the National Marrow Donor
Program (NMDP) Registry for matching with individuals of the same ethnic background
as you. The blood sample is obtained in the same manner as for the blood tests for other
purposes. The FREE blood test will be available at San Jose State University in the
Student Union;

TODAY
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AlTrans

the copy center

ATTENTION!

Spartan Daily photographer
Matt Wallis comributed to this
report.

TAKE
CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE
If parking’s a problem for you, let Altrans show you another way.

kinkoss

295-4336
Y3 E Son Carlos St
I Across From McDonald’s
iwe
um me

"Only 98 percent of the complaints heard by the police
department are never followed
up," he said. "With the alliance,
we report to the San Jose police
chief on a monthly basis. At one
point, the alliance was supposed
to let us into Hammer’s council,
but we were forced out. As soon
as lgot to the microphone, it was
turned off. We were shut out of
the political process."
Members of Direct Action
Alliance who were present said
they are planning a demonstration on the day of the verdict, but
would not disclose the time or
location.

school days till finals ...
almost time to break out the vinyl.
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The salary scale for Administration
4, the level of the vice president, ranges
from $50,916 to $113,112, according to
Batt. The wide range is due to differences among CSU campuses, such as
Bakersfield and Humboldt, which are
small and rural, compared to SJSU,
which is one of the largest of the 20 CSU
campuses.
"It will be up to the president to pick
a specific salaryr Batt said. Evans and
Batts’ successor will negotiate the newcomer’s salary. Batt suspects it will be in
the high end of the salary scale.
"You couldn’t get anyone to accept
the job for $50,000," Batt said. "You
wouldn’t be able to afford to live here"

30
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requires "many, many skills," according
to Batt.
"If they can walk on water, that
would help," the outgoing vice president
said.
A national search for a university
executive vice president will be conducted through advertisement, Batt
said. The Chronicle of Higher Education, the most widely read national publication for people involved in higher
education, has classifieds that list positions available across the country.
"We’ll send out a job description," he
said.

10Am- 3Pm Costanoan Room

Sponsored by the Asian American Donor Program, Judie Davis Marrow Donor
Recruitment Program and SJSU Student Flealth Service Health Education Department.
For more info: Oscar Battle, Jr. at the Student Health Service at (408) 924-6117.

Aprill6 7pm

Aprill6 7pm

PHONE IN FOR A SUMMER
SCHEDULE OF CLASSESAND SAVE A TREE!!!
To save paper and postage, San Jose City College and Evergreen Valley College will mail
a 1993 Summer Schedule of Classes only if you request it. Last year, San Jose/Evergreen Community
College District mailed 249,082 summer schedules to households in its service area. Last summer,
our enrollment on both campuses totaled 7,040.
For your convenience, we are also distributing class schedules on our campuses and at
community centers.

Summer ciasses begin June 21. You can apply for admission now! To receive

a schedule in the mail, please call Office of Admissions and Records at one of the following numbers:

.(16-7".. Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road. S.J
270-6441

San Jose City College
2100 Moorpark Avenue, S.J.
288-3700

World Events
Washington
Watch
Jesse Jackson says
he ts not interested
headeng NAACP
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Rev. Jesse Jadcson, citing a move by
some NAACP board members to
weaken the position of executive
director, said Wednesday he is no
longer interested in heading the
civil rights organization.
Jackson withdrew in a letter to
NAACP board Chairman William
Gibson, dated Wednesday. The withdrawal came two days before the
NAACP’s full board is to vote on a
successor to Benjamin Hooks, who
is to retire at the end of the month.
His withdrawal came amid rumors in NAACP circles that many
chapters - as well as some black
Americans who look to the
NAACP for leadership - objected
to Jacicson’s candidacy.
The other candidates for the job
are the Rev. Benjamin Chavis, 45,
head of the United Church of Christ’s Commission For Racial Justice; Jewell Jackson McCabe, 47, founder of the National Coalition of
100 Black Women; and Earl Shinhoster, 42, NAACP Southeastern
regional director.
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0 Presumed remains
of American MIAs
handed over

San lose State Uruversity

weapons complex was far less severe than
the 1986 Chernobyl disaster.
No deaths were reported and no one
was evacuated from the contaminated
region, about 1,700 miles east of Moscow.
The explosion was considered a "thirdclass incident" on the seven-point International Atomic Energy Agency scale,
according to Georgy Kaurov, the Nuclear
Energy Ministry spokesman. The Chernobyl disaster rated seven.

HANOI, Vietnam (AP) - Officials
handed over die presumed remains of 16
American servicemen missing from the
Vietnam War on Wednesday in another
step toward ending Vietnam’s political
isolation.
The United States, which imposed an
economic embargo and cut diplomatic
relations with Vietnam after the Communist takeover in the south in 1975,
has said it will not normalize ties until
there is a satisfactory accounting of all
missing Americans.
Wednesday’s repatriation was the
final stage of the 17th mission of Vietnamese and American experts, who
have combed the country for clues to the
fates of the 2,260 Americans who remain
missing.

@ The United Nations
admits Macedonia
under new name

@ Radioactive cloud
from explosion
moves over Siberia
MOSCOW (AP) - A radioactive
cloud moved across Siberia on Wednesday after a tank of radioactive waste
exploded in what the government called
the worst nuclear accident since Chernobyl.
Russian and foreign experts said Tuesday’s explosion at the Tomsk-7 nuclear

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Macedonia was approved for U.N. admission by
the Security Council on Wednesday after
months of haggling with Greece over the
symbolism of the former Yugoslav republic’s name and flag.
One argument between Greece and
Macedonia has roots going back 2,400
years: who has the right to claim Alexander the Great’s emblem as its national heritage.
Greece also claims the name Macedonia is part of its heritage and implies territorial designs on the northern Greek
province of the same name.
Under a compromise worked out with
Greece, the new country was admitted
with the cumbersome provisional name
"The Former Yugoslav Province of Macedonia." Negotiators will choose a new
name later.

0 Irish President
appears at funeral
for two IRA victims
WARRINGTON, England (AP) Irish President Mary Robinson joined Prime Minister John Major and hundreds
of other mourners Wednesday at a memorial service for two young boys killed by
IRA bombs.
Robinson’s appearance was an unprecedented gesture by an Irish head of state
and underscored the growing opposition
to the outlawed Irish Republican Army.
The Warrington bombing led to antiIRA demonstrations in Dublin and elsewhere in Ireland, as well as in Warrington
and London.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

CHEAP! FBI / US. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200,
26 VW
$50.
87 Mercedes
$103.
65 Mustarg
$50
Choose from thousands start $50.
FREE Infomiation.
24 Hour Hcalne.801-379-2929
Copyrght # CA057510.

ELECTRONICS

WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 3 hours/week as a MAC Classic, heal drive, modem
Community Friend, providing social prnter, softsvare, dust covers. Exc.
support to adults living with mental cond. $1,000. or b/o. 374-3811.
illness. We train. 408/436-0606.
75 BMW 2002. All leather styler.
EARN MONEY
auto, 115k. Runs great. Bright
Promote your erganization
orange. $3,200. 408/9232090.
selfing pnnted sweatshirts,
Tshirts, hats, visors, mugs,
decals, bumper stickers, etc.,
FOR RAIZ
with your desgn or logo!
Please call to see just horr
CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED
low these prices can be!
89 Mercedes
$200.
Brainstorm Graphics:
86 VW
$50.
49643343.
87 Nlencedes
$100.
65 Mustang
$50.
AUDITIONS: GREEK FOLK dance Choose from thousands start $50.
troop seeks male and fermale FREE 24 Hour Hotline Reveals
performers. Will train. For info, Giveaway Prices. 801-379-2929
call 356-5754.
Copyrght # CA057509.
ALL GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS!
For important information on
HELP WANTED
upcoming events and activities,
please go to Student Activities LIFEGUARD/SWIM Instructors
Office, Box 89. For additional and weekend manager needed.
information call 408/3702102. Call Charlet at 3563636.
100% PURE ADRENALINE 1 !! I !
Experience the thh11 of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area s
Only skydiving center. Come jon us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
Of training. For the true thrill seek.er, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a certified
skydiver, starting with a six hour
class and a mile lorg freefell the
Same day. Videos of your jump
Irlso available. Ossified and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more No call (510) 634-7575.
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
‘four chance to be seen!!!
Nloclels wanted by top agencies all
ower the country and the world.
Break into the modeling industry
rOwl No experience necessary. Call
fer details. Tom (408)249-9737.
1ST FUNDRAISER. $1,000. in 1
week. Greeks, clubs, anyone.
No risk. 8006556935 ext 50.
NEW: ST1JDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office wsits, teeth clo.ior.,1 arr
’trays - no charep
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Erroll nowl
For brochure see
A.S. Office or call 8006553225.
MAXIMIZE YOUR HNANCIAL AID!
A dynamic guide offers proven
secrets for college students, plus a
comprehensise directory et contact
sources. For free details, send a
selfaddressed stamped envelope
to: ASA, 2455 23rt1 Ave., S.F. CA
54116. Satisfaction guaranteed!
AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Gcod Drivers"
"Gcod Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student"
"Family Mutticar"
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE QUOTE
ND HASSLE - NO OBUGAT1ON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
80 JEEP C1-5. Red. Good cond.
Rebuilt trans. & clutch. Pullout
Sony Stereo. Bikini top. $5,000.
Holly at 4483923.
NEW WHT. 91 PICK UP. Take over
loan: 8250./month for 40 months.
23,500 miles. Cal Tim 2953115.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE ADMIN.
Jeppesen, a leader in computer
aviation services, has an immediate opening for a System Software
Administrator. Duties include: per.
form system backups to tape,
maintain records of tapes, assist n
maintaining libraries, updating
batch jobs, testing databases and
investgating problems. Eperience
in data processing or computer
operations. Knowledge of aviation
desirable. Send resumes to:
leppesen DataPlan, Human
Resources, 121 Albright Way,
Los Gatos, CA 95030. EOE,
A/A,M/F/H/V.

Researchers hope
clams can predict
earthquakes
TOKYO (AP) - Japanese researchers
are trying to find out if clams cavort and
if they can be used to predict earthquakes.
Scientists at Japan’s Marine Science
and Technology Center are watching crowds of clams on the ocean floor to determine if changes in their numbers or
behavior are related to temblor activity.
Japan is one of the world’s most
quake-prone nations. Some scientists say
a major quake could hit soon, and kill
10,000 to 150,000 people.

Phone: 924-3277
ACTIVIST - EARN While you learn.
Work for social ju.,uce and the
environment witli ’,loon Valley
Toxics Coalition. Paid training. Full
time - $300. a week salary plus
bonus. Part time $8.00/hr.
288-7882. E.O.E.
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS.
Easter Seal Camp in Boulder
Creek. Call for application:
6E14-2166.
5200.- $500. VVEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling, You’re paid direct.
Fully guaranteed. FREE Information
- 24 hour hotline. 801-3742900.
Copyright # CA057550.
INSTRUCTOR -For those who love
children. Exciting and energetic
people needed for pre-school
children sports and recreation
program. Full & part time available.
Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung
(510) 713-7347. Posrtions available throughout the bay area.
SANDWICH MAKERS FOOD PREP
$7.00 hr. Days, Tue. thru Fri. Apply
2 - 3pm. 848 N. First St San Jose.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS!
GOOD PAY - GREAT EXPERIENCE
Vector, an international firm
is expanding in the Bay Area.
We need ambitious, motivated
individuals who seek both good
income and a valuable teaming
experience. Worts P/T now, F/T
in summer. flexible hours set
around your school schedule!
Starting pay rate 512.25 II!!
No experience nec. will train.
Internships and scholarships
available. Cal 2805195.
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS:
Roughing It day camp in SF bay
area is hiring for summer 1993,
(510) 283-3878. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1266, Orinda, CA 94563,

HELP WANTED - Editor/Reporter
with management potential for
weekly issuesoriented community
newspaper. Full time position
starts May. Variety of interests,
PROGRAM DIRECTOR for Summer issues, abng with layout and edit
Day Camp. Poor exper. in camp & ing. Send resume to Editor, The
teachirg. Call AndL 3563636.
Independent, PO Box 1198, Livermore, CA 94551.
SOUTH VAUEY FAMILY YMCA is
looking for creatNe energetic teach- MARKETING, NO EXP. NEC. will
ers. director in training & subs for train. Easy work, set your own
preschool & school age child care hours. Working as little as 2 hrs.
centers. Part-time, various hours per day, you can eam $1.200. to
momings & afternoons behveen 7 $4,00n. per month 3,150076.
am & 6 pm. Minimum 12 ECE
untts. Call 227-3605 or 2269622.
’SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Merlyol / Dental Benefits
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS
Sick / Vacation Pay
needed. Exp. WOdling with chikkon
Empesee Referral Bonus.
a must Call And at 3593636.
NW/ hring three parttime students
to work Tueralays aryl Thursdays in
DAY SITTER FOR 2 PERFECT before & after school .ste childcare
chikken (ages 3 & 4). Flex sched. progyams. Other hill and part time
Near campus. $5./hr. 9938166.
posrtions also available in both
before & after’ school agp childcare
$7.00 $8.00 PER HOUR
programs aryl preschool peg:anis.
Security - Full trne or part time
Positices great for both female and
All shifts / Day, Svong or Grave. male students. Sulotitute tear:ling
Weekly Paychecks
positions available for student;
Ueda union
needirg flexible hours or days off
Full training.
for studying, With 24 locations, we
Vacation Pay.
offer lots of advancement and
3 medical plans for F.T.
opportunity. Call us, we’ll work with
Dentil / Vision Plans.
sour schedue. Minimum 12 units
Requires: Reliable transportation,
needed in child development,
dean police record. venfiaNe past elementary education or recreation.
employment, good communication Call (408) 257.7326.
skills, 18 + years.
Apply: 8 am. 5 pm. Monday Friday SALES - HEALTH AND FITNESS
Vanguard Security Services
Full time positions available for
management trainees needed for
3212 Scott BNd. Santa Clara
Califomia’s fastest growing proles
Near 101 at San Tunas & Olcott.
sional martial art schools. Opportie
SALES POSITION! INTERESTED IN nity for rapid advancement to
health & fitness? Flexible hours, management for self motivated
great opportunrty for mktg. mgmt. enthusiastic team players. Karate
& Phys. Ed. majors. Training experience helpful but not necesprogram. Brenda: 2557710.
sary. Guaranteed base, plus cons.
missions, bonus, trips and other
UFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTOR, great benefits. Call Mr. Benyessa
part time. Must rove CPR, Frst Aid, at (510) 7137347.
& Lifeguard training. WSI a plus.
Send resume: NPIA 3, 2070 INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
Firm seeking to expand in Bay
Umerwood Dr. San Jose, 95132.
Area. Sales reps and managers
CHEVRON. Two needed. Full time and part time
CASHIERS
locations. Flexible hours.Call avail. For more Info regarding the
company, call Ryan at 9556281.
2953964 / 2690337.
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COUNSELOR / SKILLS - TRAINER
with developmentally disabled
adults. 6 months exper. with D.D.
adults. Fremont 510/226-0505.

DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC!!
SPECIAL! Tired of loud music
Unwanted hair removed forever.
when you need to study or your
Specialist Confidential.
favorite sweater missing in action?
Disposable or your own probe.
Uve alone just minutes from SJSU. 335 S. Baywood Av. San Jose, Ca.
OFFICE HE1P NEEDED. Looking for Spacious studios from only $495.
Call 247-7486.
enthusiastic, professional high Call Stephanie - 408/5766800.
energy individual! Experience in
SON, DISCOUNT!
communications, telemarketing, FEMALE, NONSMOKER NEEDED
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
computers & customer service. to share 2 bthm./1 bath apt. with
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Great atmosphere. Hourly wage pool. Near it. rail, Willow Glen 8,
Eye Laser - Lips - Eyebrows.
plus commission. Contact Ron Almaden Expy. $350. + 1/2 util.
Expires 5- 31- 93.
A.S.A.P. at Cellular Image. Call Call 265-8553.
4084793500
267-TALK!!
Hair Tcday Gone Tomonow
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY! 2 bedroom./2 bath start $770.
Campbell, CA 95008.
The Job Fnder for Hgh Tech Silioon Walk or ride bike to school. Ample
Valley lists vakiable information on parking, garage available Secured WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
700+ companies in the Silicon entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry
CREDIT UNION
Valley to help you find jobs that facilities. Remodeled roorny & very "STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
suit your skill set. It allows you clean. Call Manager 288-9157
Membership open exclusiveN
to act smart in your job search. leave message.
to SJSU Students, Alumni, and
Available at Spartan Bookstore.
Acivisory Faculty!
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Services include:
RESTAURANT PART-TIME
Big windows, bright and airy, with $ Auto Loans $ Personal loans $
Day and everling shifts.
dishwasher, air conditioning gated,
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
Excellent pay. Apply in person at
covered parking & on-site laundry.
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Pasta Mla.
Intercom building. Quiet, nice for
Exceptional Rates!!!
2%5 N. 1st St. or
two roommates or staff. 1 block
Convenient location:
call Join / Doug at 435,7300.
from SJSU. From $625. per month.
48 S. 7th Street Suite 201
Aspen Vintage Tower. 297-4705.
San Jose, CA 95112
THE STUDENT UNION Information
Call for more info:
Center is acceptirg applications for 2 BDR./1. BA. 1 block from SJSU.
(408)947-7273.
Fall 1993. Contact the Directors Free basic cable, laundry room,
Office, Third Floor, Student Union.
parking, modem appliances. Rent
BREAST ENLARGEMENT.
begins at $725./mo. + $500. dep.
Medically proven nonsurgical.
EARN 51,500 WEE1LLY mailing our For information call 971-0869 or
Safe. Natural. Only $220.
circulars! Begin Now! Free packet! see managpr at Royale Apts, 485
Body Imaging (408)374-4960.
SEYS, Dept. 15. Box 4000, S. 9th & William St Also accepting
Cortiova. TN 38018-4C00.
applications for Fall semester.
MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT
HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving,
517. PER HOUR TO START.
waxing, tweezing or using chemiSERVICES
Weekeryls - Evenings.
cals. Let us permanently remove
Lawn &eaten sales.
LIFEGUARD CERTIFICATION! your unwanted hair. Bads - Chest Green Thumb - 732-4443.
Low cost program offered at the Lip Bikini - Chin - Tummy
SJSU Aquatic Center. Call Caryn at Students & faculty 15% discount.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Eam 9246345 for details.
lst. appt. 1/2 price if made by
$2,000 i /month + world travel
5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, PASS THE CPA EXAM with a flash. Tomonow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career card review system designed by 017. Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
employment available. No expel* CPA’s. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ence necessary. For employment Call now for information kit.
IMMIGRATION / BUSINESS
prcgram call 1-2066340468 ext. 1E1004353769.
16 yrs of legal experience
C6041.
H1, labor cert. green card
WRMNI3 & RESEARCH Services.
corporation & business.
Term paper & thesis prinaration
law Offices of Stanley K Yim
HOUSING
aryl assistance. All subjects. Quali.
2021 The Alameda, Suite 350
fled writers on every tcpic. Eking
San Jose, CA 95126
ROOMMATE TO SHARE peaceful Re-...edify. Resumes. ESL students
TTD 408/2499532
Los Gatos Hills cabn w/great view
webs:med. Work guaranteed.
Voice 408/249-9567.
of mtns./horse ranch. 2 br./lba.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast.
$400./mo. + deposit /utilities. satisfactory service. Irnprove your
WRMNG, RESEARCH, EDITING.
20 mins. to SJSU. Kurt 28f3-8641. grades! (Berkeley) 510-841-5036.
Term paper assistance. Versatile,
aspen staff. Expenenced with ESL
LOW REM’ APT. near university. SAVE SO% ON CALLING COSTS. students. Emergencies welcomed.
Call Jim weekdays:453-1680, Eam free calling, time. Never need
Call tollares 800-777-7901.
Call Laity weekeryls: 2934421.
change to use a pay phone again.
No need to change your present VIDEO SERVICES SPECIALIZING
LOS GATOS ROOMIE WANTED! earner. No credit approval required.
weddirgs, Recoil:fire editing and
$300/mo. dep. W/D, own room. Start your savings with your next duplication. Affordable and profes.
cable, pool. Avail.4/10. 374-1841. call from any touch tone phone. sional. Call 408/723-1813.
Call Todd at (408)264-6230.

FAX: 924-3282

TRAVEL

CALI UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professional WOrd
processig Theses, term papers,
group projects. etc. All fcrmats
ncludirg APA. Laser printer.
Transcription and Fax services
available. Almaden/Branham area.
CaU for appontment
(408)2644504.

GOING somewhere this summer?
Europe, Asia, Indian sub-contnent,
Havraii? For low fares & au.onimo
dations call 408/261-9564.
REAL CHEAP TRAVEL
FOR STUDENTS!
Book Europe and Far East now
for bwest summer fares .
-Special Student TidsetsNo mn/max days, refundable,
changeable, openjaw fights.
No advance bookng requirements.
We discount Eurail passes.
New York / Boston - $389.
Washington D.C. / Miami - $399.
STA student ak tickets
Telephone service everyday!
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
1-800690-9030.

Word Processing Hayward Area
Reports ‘Term Papers Theses
Suzanne 5104899794 MLAAPA.
FRIENDLY WORDPROCESSING al
TRANSCRIPTION. Professional’
home typist w/ Laserlet printer.
$2.00 / double spaced page.
Open almost 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. Term papers,
resumes, correspondence, etc.
West San Jose near Cupertino.
Suzanne:4465658.

HEADING FOR EUROPE this
summer? Only $269.11 Jet there
ANYTIME for $269. with AIRHITCH!
(From L.A. - Hawaii $129.,
New York - $129. each way!)
AIRHITCHO 1600-397-1098.
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe, U.S.?
Make your vacation plans now.
Call for low airfares. Arlene:
408/997.3647.

WORD PROCESSING

CREATIVE FiASCALS
Desktop Publishirg
Temi papers. reports. resumes.
Affordable! 408-3640806
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers / theses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 406251-0449

Word Processing Hayward Area
Reports Term Papers Theses
Suzanne 510489-9794 MLAAPA.

WORD PROCESSOR
Retired secretary. Let me do the
typing!! Resumes. term papers,
theses. eO. Grad & undergrad.
IBM Come/Las,Er printer.
Availabe days
(eves/weelsends by amt.)
Appointrnent necessary
Call Anna - 972-4992.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Word processing! Theses, term
papers, nursing & group projects,
resurnes, letters, manuscripts, etc.
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laserlet. Aill
formats pkis APA. Spelling puncto
ation and grammar assistance. Afil PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
work guaranteed! Save 555 with
Word Prociessng Term Papers
referral discounts! For worryfree,
Theses, Graduate WO*. APA &
dependable, and prompt service.
Turabian. Desktop Publishing
call PAM at 247-2681 (8am43pm).
Graphic Desgn & Layout.
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
‘I HATE TO TYPEI
V. I. P. GrapNcs
If this got your attention, give your
self a break. Let me do it for youl
Near Oalvicge Mall 363-9254.
Free pick up and delivery.
Resumes, term papers & theses. Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA format. $2.00 per double Call Marsha at 2669448 for full
spaced page / $5.00 minimum. service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
Call Julie - 9968354.
structure, punctuation; format
.A NEATLY TYPED PAPER gets the (APA. Tumbler, MLA): table/graph
best grades. This English teacher preparation; custom postscript
has 30 years’ experience typing laser printing. (Also edit disks)
and welcomes foreign students. Resume/cover letter preparation.
Best rates! Fast service! International Students Welcome!
Call Barbara at WRITE/TYPE Willow Glen area. 7:30arn-8:30pm.
(408)2957438.

DAILY CLASS1FIED--ADVER77SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Lir le IS 30 Spd( e!1, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Send chock or money order to
Spartan Daily aassifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
? lassifical desk is burled in Dwight Bentel Flail, Roorn 209.
? I >eadline: Two days before publication. All ads are prepaid.
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Sports

SPARTAN DAILY

Players, new coaches prepare for season
BY HEcToR FLORES
spartan Daily Stall Writer

There is no time like spring;
romance glistens, the birds sing,
the sun shines and 250 -pound
brutes go head -to-head, hitting
and throwing each other around.
The Spartans engaged in their
first spring practice of the season
on Wednesday as new coaches
and players got acquainted with
one another. SJSU welcomed new
head coach John Ralston, who
was hired a month ago after Ron
T’urner accepted a coaching position with the Chicago Bears.
Accompanying Ralston was a
set of new assistants that will
blend in with some old fixtures in
the Spartan coaching staff. New
offensive coordinator Roger
Theder, who was head coach at
Cal in ’78-’81, will install the new
offensive system as well as work
with quarterbacic Jeff Garcia.
Others include Tom Gadd,
who replaces Donnie Rea at
defensive
coordinator,
and
Budgie Hamilton, who will direct
the defensive line. Wally Gaskins,
however, enters his fifteenth season with the Spartans as the running backs coach.
According to Ralston, the first
day was expectedly chaotic but
for the most part progressive.
"I saw some good things out
there today, but it was a little too
chaotic for me. I’m sure these
guys will settle down so we can
get into a teaching mode," Ral-

Live a little. Read etc.

SpartaGoid

ston said, "There were too many
scuffles and fights, which is
understandable for the first day,
but they need to realize that the
answer is to help each other out:’
Quarterback Jeff Garcia will
enter his senior season and he has
been through enough spring
practices under new coaches to
know what needs to be accomplished.
"What we need to do is establish a good rapport with the
coaches and learn the system
quickly:’ Garcia said.
Considering the many transitions the Spartan football program has endured, Wednesday’s
practice was anything but unstable and Ralston expressed his
desire to build relationships with
his players through one-on-one
coaching.

Seattle
$69*

MATCWALLIS

SPARTAN DAILY

Denver
Guatemala
Amsterdam
Caracas
Taipei
Auckland
.I.AA

For

more Information (408) 924-8736
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The answer to the test question.

Aprill6 7pm

Sikh Student Association of SJSU is featuring group
discussions on Sikh American Women
Guadalupe Room in the Student Union at 7:00pm

Executive Director
sin... not onnal 11001101001. 01. AS

Come take a FREE Test Drive of the
LSAT, MC4T, GRE, or GMAT on April I 7th.
You will take a 2 1/2 or 3 hour test,
proctored exactly like the real thing.
After the exam, Kaplan teachers will
reveal test strategies that will help
you ace the exam on test day.
You will also get a detailed computer
analysis of your strengths and weaknesses.

KAPLAN

n’2,A,

TONIGHT

Positions available...

Have you been thinking
about Law School, Med School,
Grad School, or Business School?
Have you ever wondered how
you would score on the
LSAT, MCAT, GRE, or GMAT?
Now is the time to find out!

You have everything to gain and nothing to lose.
Call 1-600-KAPTEST by April 16th
tor TEST DRIVE locations and
to reserve your seat!

A t
appty !LOC,
to change wchout
tires to vaylwrde

Discuss the Progress of
Sikh American Women

ell, allow us to let you in on a little secret...
(Working
for ASPH is
more than
just Another N your resume loaded’, Need experience, Want better connec
ns? A lob with ASPO can offer a lot more than a textbook vrew of
fob I " the workplace A lot more

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE

rni,

415-325-3888

Need
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Funded by kso,...Ved Stuklents

Palo Alto, CA 94301

Scholarship fundraiser Talent Showcase, April 10TH
DOM Open at 7:00 PM, Show Starts at 8.00 pm
rr,
Morris Daily Auditorium, Tkkets: SS fill 8 pm

SJSU’s ’,Ludents
knew lbout
your business?
what
Tell
I do hy
advertising in
the (-,partan
Daily.

For more information, contact
Phil Sanders at

$ 97*
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$250*
$255*
$290*
$354*
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Applcations and rnlormation packets
i..tilable in the Student Activities Services Office
!d Cafeteria Building) Please return applicaiins by 5 00 pm Wednesday April 14, 1993

Council Travel

OF THEATREARTSOEPARTMENT

ri

dre

roundthp purchase
not included. t5tPS
Call ft,

ARTISTS IN MINORITY
I

For the 1994 Basketball Season
Saturday, April 17, 1993

924-5950

Aprill6 7pm
Spartan quarterback Jeff Garcia talks with new SJSU head coach
John Ralston at the team’s first official practice of the season
Wednesday afternoon at South Campus.

Dance Team Tryouts
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Applications due by
Friday, April 9th.
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HEAVENLY, LAKE TAHOE’S PREMIERE SKI RESORT
HAS A 1 3FT. BASE...OPEN THROUGH MAY 2ND.

Apply in the Assocrated Students Office, 2nd Floor Student Union
m-O"rrintekrnatton call 408 924 8280 or
drop by the As-taunted Students Program
Board Office SJS\Student Union Hoorn 350

,
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This headline is false

5N, BEER ALW YS
I) OZ BEERS’

p.C,

OPEN UNTIL 3AM I
THU., FRI., & SAT. I
F
ROCK’N TACOS I
BAJA FISH lACOS

131 W. SANTA CLARA ST
(5 IllOCKS WEST Of CAMPUS)
.

993-8230

Itt,

I
-I GET ROCKED!

FREE DELIVERY
miNimum)

7

EXPIRES 5-25-9/

THURSDAY NIGHT’S

BLACK & TAN HEADiaLlARTERS
Burnt out on the
same old Thursday
night scene?
-Same olde beer?
-Same olde band?
-Same olde crowd?

Then come home to
(7he

0

X

r

FROM:
Republic of Ireland
United Kingdom
United States

DRAFT BEERS

Discounts uv/ student I.D

oin us for
HAPPY HOU
Monday-Friday
4-6pm

#298-6969

I

Inside of the human head there is a laige believe, but then again close to 100 people
meaty, spongy substance called the brain. showed up wearing a dumb smile and an
Most human beings (including, one must even dumber looking shovel. Some people
assume, those at San Jose’s Metro) use this actually stayed the rest of the day wandering
brain to think, consider and make decisions around the Valley Fair area like tourists lookwith. It seems when Dan Pulcrano (publisher ing for the ocean in Kansas. Maybe people
and chief mucky muck of Metro) and his should have been smart enough to figure out
associates were sitting around deciding what the whole thing was a joke, but some people
to do for their April fools issue, they were need an instruction manual to use a broom.
only using their brains to weight down their The Metro should have slapped people in the
face with a large disclaimer saying it was a
heads and keep them from floating away.
joke.
The entire April fools issue, it will
The Metro’s idea of joking with
be recalled, was fake except for a
people is a good one, but pubfew ads and an occasional
lishing an entire issue that is
story. So basically the whole
false on purpose is
paper was contrived, made
overkill and only results in
up a lie. One or two falce
making people look dumber
stories might be funny, but
than they actually are.
the whole rag? I’m sure the
To top off the whole joke,
soybeans that were sacriwhen people tried to reach
ficed to make their ink
the Metro they got a busy mescould have been put to better
sage. Four people who were
use by providing a couple
more ounces of soy sauce to the - %low- =-4010-- willing to admit they went down
to Valley Fair said they got a if-you
world. One of the fake articles was
about how people can claim their share of were -dumb -enough -to-believe-the-jokegold that they reported was under Valley then-it’s-your-problem look. One lady who
actually showed up to stake her claim said if
Fair.
Readers were encouraged to cut out or she could she would like to just for laughs go
draw a shovel and pin it to their sleeve to dis- down to the Metro and show them just how
tinguish them from the other people in the funny a shovel can really be. Something to
mall who came to actually shop. Any thought the effect of shovels are pointed for a reason
of people being an intelligent species just and she would like to show whoever put the
went out the window, along with any former issue together exactly why. Apparently her
pretensions to journalism.
boss told her to come back with some gold
Granted, the idea of gold anywhere in a nuggets or she can just keep walking.
shopping mall other than in an overpriced
jewelry store seems like a foolish thing to
John Perez
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69 N. San Pedro St
(next to

the Tied
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The Asian Jazz Series
The Great Wall Ensemble
Today April 8, Noon
Featuring
Francis Wong
Student

31.k;t- STAFF
Do you feel the need to do
spontaneous stand up comedy?
Have you always wanted an
opportunity to emulate your
hero Wayne Newton?
Do you crave the spotlight?

MEIrt TOCI MUSD

Thursday Is
Open Mike Night

Union

Amphitheatre

Free, ol Course

at the

Tied

HOUSE!

Cafe & Brewery

Thursday from 10:00 to Midnight the microphone is open
Play your guitar, try out your comedy - anything goes-.
If the audience gongs you - you go. You bring the talent, we’ll
supply the audience and pints are just $2.00!
each ad heed to Ire moors al a *nit Come eady and ix tat
-anyhng ratan 10.01 Mertataatnent lessees Pe ottle la Pup any act

(Nhatik.
TIED HOUSE
Cafe 8, Brewery
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65 N. San Pedro
San Pedro Square
Downtomm San Jose
(408) 295-2739
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.S’ean Cooper
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art director
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Jennifer Feurtado
photo editor
Karen C. Hanner
entaiainment mgr.
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DANCE etc.

WE BUY
CASSETTES
And...
Records Cassettes 45’s LPs
Video Tapes Laser Discs

SAN JOSE
535 So. Bascom A.,
(408) 292-1404

SAN FRANCISCO
2350 Market St (415) 282 8000
3979 24th St (415) 282-3550

etc.
D.A. HORVATH
Guillermo Fausto, left, helps Sergio Medina with his headpiece in preparation for
Los Lupenos’ 24th Anniversary show Saturday.

tta

Los Lupenos is food for the soul
She calls Mexican folkloric
dancing "food for the soul,"
and in her role as artistic
director of Los Lupetios de
San Jose dance company,
Maria Luisa Colmenarez’s soul
eats plenty.
In preparation for the
group’s 24th Anniversary shol,.
A Celebration of Mexican
Culture in Dance, Colmenarez
has spent hundreds of hours
selecting dances, overseeing
rehearsals and a host of other
details that will come together
in Saturday’s two-hour celebration of traditional Mexican
music and dance.
Tradition is a big word with
Los Lupeirtos. "We consider
ourselves the keepers of the
soul of Mexican Dance," says
Managing Director Gary S.
Martinez. "We are one of the
few companies that don’t add
rhinestones to the costumes.
The dances are performed as
they would be in the village
square."

Lupehos dancers chosen to
perform with Linda Ronstadt
in her Fiesta Mexicana show in
February 1992.
Fausto has been performing
with Los Lupenos for over 3
years while managing to stay
on the EOP honor roll since
beginning his SJSU education.
He has also managed to
become one of only two people to receive the National Hispanic Scholarship twice.
Saturday’s show will reflect
the cultural diversity of Mexican dance. Influences from
European, African and pre-

conquest native Mexican cultures such as Mayan come
together in varying degrees to
create the traditional dances of
each region.
Music for the show will be
performed by Mariachi Nuevo
Mexico, a mariachi band that
specializes in Jalisco music.
Bill Erb
Los Lupenos de San Jost.
celebrate their 24th Anniversary Saturday at the San JoA’
Center for Performing Arts. For
ticket and showtime informa
tion cal1408/277-3900.

TRY OUR NEW BACON CHEDDAR
CHEESEBURGER PIZZA.
BUY A LARGE AND GET ANY
mEDIUm 1 -TOPPING PIZZA, FREE!
Loaded with

Domino’s Pizza 298-3030

Most of the women’s costumes are made by the group’s
25 dancers, says Silvia Ca.st lo,
a company veteran.

Sun - Thu until 2am & Fri - Sat until 3am
Free Delivery No minimum

A traditional Jalisco costume, worn by native dancers
of central Mexico, containing
hundreds of yards of ribbon
ruffles, can take 30-40 hours to
assemble and cost about $350,
Castillo said.
There will be about 100
costumes used in Saturday’s
performance, which is expected to cost $15-20,000 to produce, Martinez says.

Daily until 11:30pm
Free Delivery no minimum

Guillermo Fausto, an SJSU
graphic design student, was
one of about a dozen Los

gg8acon, ground beef, mozzarella and cheddar cheeses

576 E. Santa Clara at I 3141 St./298-3030
HOURS Sun-Thurs llam-2am Fri -Sat llam-3am
mmig
or
mii

$5

MEAL DEAL

Pizza A Go Go 280-0707

)1111 I 1111( UNBEATABLE DEAL...

99

Queen Egg Roll 293-3925
American Vietnamese Chinese Mexican
Mon - Fri until 1 Opm & Sat - Sun until 9pm
Free Delivery $10 minimum

I

SINGLE’S COMBO

I

I MEDIUM 1 -TOPPING PIZZA, I
PLUS 1 CAN OF COKEh

I

$499

SPARTAN SPECIAL
SMALL PIZZA WITH
UNLIMITED TOPPINGSI

..,es416Y3

298-3030

Rock ‘n Taco 993-8230
Authentic Mexican food
Daily until 1 Opm
Free Delivery $10 minimum

298-3030
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Kevin Mukai practices with the okedo drum.

P.J. Hirabayashi and Anna Lin enjoy practicing with the uchiwa.
Photo5
by
Christina
Macia5
Text
by
Jennifer
Kane

Erin Ito, Tami Ishizu, Scott Tsukamoto, Monte Kawahara and Brent lzu are members of the advanced class of San Jose Taiko.

The art of expression in San Jose Taiko

Sachilo Nakamura, Roy Hirabayashi, PJ. Hirabayashi and Mythili Kumar discuss "In the Spirit "
plans. San Jose Taiko collaborated with the Abhinaya Dance Company of San Jose for their latest
performance.

4 ()April 8, 1993(3 etc.

A blend of jazz, Latin or Afrkan percussion performed with Japanese drumming may be difficult to imagine. But an
I8-member group located in San Jose
Japantown has achieved modern TaikoJapanese drumming with success. The
group has taken what was once a ceremonial part of Buddhism and transformed it
into an art of expression.
Because members of the 20-year-old
San Jose Taiko develop their own style,
they call themselves contemporary. Roy
and PJ Hirabayashi, leaders of the group,
see that San Jose Taiko has broken from
the traditional Japanese form and expanded its style to be more international.
Roy Hirabayashi, current member of
San Jose Taiko and one of the three original founders, says that in his group there
is no seniority such as in traditional
Japanese groups. Traditional Taiko groups
have a leader or sensei, who has the power

to control all mernhcis. ’’ l’he less glamorous jobs were given to the newcomers in
the group. Here, we are all looked upon as
equals and we share the same duties,"
Hirabayashi says.
Hirabayashi’s wife, PI, joined San Jose
Taiko just after its founding. To her, the art
is "empowering" because one is able to
involve the mind, body and spirit. "Taiko
was desired in this area because there were
a lot of Asian-Americans seeking traditional expression, like the Japanese drum,"
PJ Hirabayashi says. "San Jose Taiko is
special because they have expanded traditional style and are using it to express and
interpret the United States’ way of living."
She feels that one of the greatest
changes from traditional Taiko San Jose
has accomplished is the integration of
more disciplines and world movements.
The group has expanded the traditional
Taiko boundaries by performing with

works such as Oedipus, the Greek tragedy
and modern dance.
In ancient times, the main reason for
performing Taiko was religiousto ward
off evil spirits. But San Jose Taiko doesn’t
incorporate religion into its curriculum.
Keith Okabe, a San Jose Taiko member
and SJSU senior, says San Jose Taiko is
unique because it challenges to incorporate other nationalities into its performances. In the past, San Jose Taiko has
used Latin, African and East Indian styles
together with Japanese drumming.
Roy Hirabayashi says that even though
the group is very close-knit, conflicts can
develop within it. "San Jose Taiko is one of
the top ten Taiko groups internationally,"
Hirabayashi says. "And because of this,
members feel too pressured at times.
There are high expectations from the company, while the group is also trying to give
to the community. This sometimes creates
See Taiko, Page 6

Lin performs with the uchiwa instrument while Jeremy Nishihara, Mukai and Yumi Ishihara
help by holding them. Translated, the uchiwa means fan drum. Historically, the uchiwa is
used for religious functions in the temples of Japan.
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The Pixies were always sort of an anomaly. Absorbed into the limelight of a culture
they had little relation to, the band always
preferred to hang out at the fringe, delicately
developing their tender, horrific project.
Similarly, the industry was unprepared
for the Pixies. And in many ways, "Los
Angeles," the abrasive, dignified opener to ex-Pixies
front man Black Francis’
debut
solo
project,
announces in no uncertain
terms Frank Blacks intention to remain on the outskirts of the town while continuing to exploit it for all its
worth. "I want to live in Los
Angeles/Not the one in Los
Angeles," in parallel to the quirky guitarist’s
curious reversal of nomenclature, is a telling
turning of the tables for an artist who has
decided to continue on as a serious and
innovative musician.

And continue Mr. Black does. His eponymously titled 4AD release pretty much picks
up where he left off. Echoes of the Pbcies’
signature sparseness are littered throughout
Black, expanding many of the same twisted,
repressed musical themes and obtuse lyricisms that defined the Pixies. But Black’s
solo effort triumphs over the
bulk of the Pixies’ work.
Tunes like "Czar," "Ten Percenter" and "Brackish Boy"
rock with an intensity the
Pixies always approached
but never quite achieved.
Black recruited former
Pixies guitarist Joey Santiago
and Barkmarket guitarist
David Sardy to lend their
respectively intense and idiosyncratic input
to a release which itself straddles the line
between the comic and the deranged.

rrAtade

Sean Cooper

r\

Taiko
From page 5

ROBE RT
FORD

a difference in attitude of what
we’re trying to present."
But members such as Keith
Okabe say that San Jose Taiko
is a second family to them. "I
spend so much time practic-

ing at the center (10-15 hours
per week), that it’s like home
away from home," he says.
Many students also enjoy
performing Taiko because
they say it gives them self-confidence. Karen Morita, SJSU
senior and San Jose Taiko
member for almost three
years, says, "1 didn’t realize 1
had the ability to perform
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such an art."
Okabe says, "it allowed me
to discover a lot about myself.
I didn’t think I was expressive.
Now I speak more easily in
front of crowds and I don’t
have stage fright anymore," he
says with a laugh.
Members of San Jose Taiko
say their philosophy of unity
and open-mindedness has
remained the same since the
group began. But what has
changed within the group over
the past 20 years is its growing
success.
Roy Hirabayashi says, "the
level of performance among
them is very high and it is very
unusual in a Taiko group to
have five members fully
employed by the group at the
same time."
Hirabayashi says when San
Jose Taiko was founded in
1973, financial times for the
organization were tough.
Today the group is more professional and receives most of
their income from touring.
Karen Morita says, "I am in
a great position because I am
exposed to role-model people.
Being a nursing student, my
challenge is to balance school
with Taiko. They are two different worlds, but in both,
people are moving forward."
Jennifer Kane
San Jose Taiko will perform
Crossing Boundaries, choreographed with ballet, Friday,
Apri123. For more information
call 293-9344.

SUN2 2DAY

vimfA
I.PSo much has happened in a week I
hardly know where
to begin. First off, let
it be known that you
can always look to
random prattle for
gross distortions of
the truth, drastic
over- and understatement and otherwise
twisted and biased
takes on reality a
standard it seems
certain other San
Jose weekly publications have of late
been having a hard
time living up to (see
pg. 2). Hey Pulcrano,
at least we’re still
twisting reality. But
in all seriousness, it
was a well orchestrated prank, Dan. I
guess we’ll see in the
weeks to come (and
the stacks of leftovers
in the Metro offices)
just how many of
your readers agree.
twin other news, San
Francisco State University’s Performing
Arts network will
present a lecture/discussion with militant
rapper Chuck D. on
Wednesday, April 28.
The prophetic Public
Enemy frontman is
sure to have plenty to
say on the imminent
King Verdict II, as
well as various other
manifestations of
erosion in the race
relations department. SFSU McKenna Theatre; 7:30 p.m.;
415/338-2444.

MrUg (U1111
A DEUDED LI’ PALE,
LAUGHABLY INCOMPLETE GUIDE TO SOUTH BAY EVENTS

FRI

DAY

DADA D’SIDERATA In
the if-you’re-gonna-kick-inyour-TV, use-it-for-aplanter-box department, San
Francisco hi-quartech
D’Cuckoo have spent the
greater part of their careers
reflexively critiquing the 21st
century. From the first
integrated performance of
SJSU professor Benjamin
Knapp’s Biomuse (virtual
performance mechanism par
excellance), to the
interactively polyvocal
Midiball (a sort of audience
participatory beachball-midi
interface type thing), these
surfers of high technology
need no backward-looking
rationalization of noise pour
l’noise. The Catalyst, 1011
Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz; 9:30
p.m.; 408/423-1336.
LOOKING IN ON KING
Next up in a seemingly
endless stream of idol
worship is Stanford Professor
Clayborne Carson’s Passages
ofMartin Luther King.
Written to commemorate the
25th anniversary of the
assassination of the civil
rights leader (we do love our
morbid associations), the
play focuses on "little known
aspects of King’s personal
life," and, ironically enough,
features interactions with
fellow Hollywood casualties
John Kennedy and Malcolm

atrcut
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-Acrylic Nails -Plain Facials
-Nail Tips
-Plain Manicures
-Permanant Waves
-Hair Coloring
Accredited by NACCAS

-Licensing Preparation -Advanced Courses Available -Fully Approved for
Placement Assistance -Classes Forming Regularly - Student Work Only
No Student Request

Monterey Academy
of Hair Design
345 E. Santa Clara St. San Jose
Open Mon. -Fri. 287-9868

Milpitas Beauty College
1350 S. Park Victoria Dr.
(Parktown Plaza Shopping Center)
Open Tues.-Sat. 262-7703

X. Dinkelspiel Auditorium,
Stanford University, Stanford;
April 9 and 10; 8 p.m.; tickets
$12 general, $5 student;
415/725-2787.

SATUR

DAY

THE JOHN HUGHES
AESTHETIC Somewhere in
the vein of the Real Live Brady
Bunch and Sixteen Candles is
David Rimmer’s off
Broadway rant Album; a highschool, virginity, ’60s
motorcycle flower-child,
cheerleader Breakfast Club
sort of arrangement. As one
of the few plays of recent
memory advertised in
conjunction with a maturity
rating, Album also marks
Northside Theatre
Company’s latest installment
of cinema-oriented theater.
HDTV be damned. Northside
Theatre Company, (Minder
Theatre, 848 E William St.,
San Jose; runs through April
25; for ticket, date and time
information, call 408/2887820.

CINEBAR
(0(KTAILs iiihrood

EGGS, RABBITS,
VIBRAPHONES Sure, you
(Amid spend Easter chucking
bucks to Billy Graham and
dunking chicken shells in
food coloring, but how borin
is that? Instead, truck on
down to San Jose’s favorite
den of iniquity The Garden
City and check out
vibraphone vItal Buddy
Montgomery. As one of the
original members of the
seminal Mastersounds,
Montgomery has compiled a
hefty resume, jamming with
the likes of John Coltrane an(
Cannonball Adderley. The
Garden City, 360 S. Saratoga
Ave., San Jose; free; 9:05 p.m.;
408/244-3333.
LOCALPALOOZA While
certain al tlag fashion victims
spend their time touring
around giving the illusion of
offering an alternative, it’s th(
hometown scene that has and
always will fuel the revolutioi
in music (sniff, sniff). So
shine the money-factory
touring machine and head
over to Oasis for the best in
local scenemakers. Sinister
Sam, Cafe of Regret, Motorfl)
and Disorderly Conduct will
all be on display. No tomatoe:
please. Club Oasis, 200 N.
First St., San Jose; $6; 9 p.m.;
408/292-2212.

SOCIAL

PRESENTATIONS
PRESENTS:

GEORGE WALLACE
’Possibly the funniest stand-up comic
of our timer’

A DRINKING PERSON’S BAR!
Darts F. Pool Table
NO DRUGS OR FIGHTING’
69 E San Fernando
(Corner ot 2nd)

QUICK CASH
& A Con!
Visit our ATM machine

anytime day.or night for a
purchase or mst for. quick
cash in any denomination.
And while you’re there, pick
up a 44 oz. soft drink for orth
44a with any purchase.
(

141.44
444 Flaolna 1444.4

44 oz. Super Quencher
I served anttl 10 4Colan
throgh Ann] 40. I,
na IACK IN THE NI 4,
I 4A E San Carlos. San I-4,
,
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Visit Our New
Espresso Bar

We Buy Sell, &
Trade Books

286-6275
STUDENT - TEACHER

DiscouNTs

Mon. - Thu.
& Sat.

I Monday, April
9:00 PM

Sunday

12

I

Mayer Theatre
(Corner of Franklin & Lafayette)

$5.00 Student
$8.00 General
Tickets so on sale Monday, April 5
at the Information Booth at
Santa Clara Universtty ,554-4000I

"He’s really, really funny! I mean it!"*

HIGH

ya9rair

10am - 9pm
10am - lOpm

12pm - Apm

ReCYCLE
(3)DIA GOOKSTORE
;\--/
NEW & USED BOOKS,
RECOFtDS & CD’S

138 E. Santa Clara St.
(Between :ird & 4th)

Downtown San Jose

FREE COFFEE -with any $5 book purchase
Or

For more information, please call
Social Presentations at (408) 554-4855
All quo es provIded by venous staff members at SOCI3i Present.liams

with purchase of a first cup
Dk
’Ll.1

HOOKSIOK
286-6275
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Shooting up in..Wonderland
in September oC.1990riwisted tale-of di-4 addictionbAging tunes-2Them.agpts
th we years after their forma- and self-realization winds and "Dam That River."
"Junkhead"
to
In celebration of the releas
Poi? Alice In Chains played through
for.pn ecstatic crowd of 20 at "Angry Chair" to "Hate To of Dirt, drummer Sean K
4.h 1Marquee Club in Cali for- Feel." The musical chronology ney redecorates his apartrlettk
What that handful of peo- of substance abuse is conclud- by tossing his coffee tele’
p 4 knew then is what the ed with the realization that a through the window.
I .1
Avid fans can experieoLe
nWsic scene is just realizing severe lifestyle change is in
this daily affirmation,
n’Oti: the band kicks the order.
Musically, Alice In Chains style on Easter Sunday alorg
proyerbial butt.
iiBefore Nirvana put grunge
has reached into the depths of with the tonal trip of Mast
oiv the map, Alice In Chains their collective soul to craft of Reality and Circus of Power.
we;re riffing their way around some of the most intense song
,
Paul ’We
th4 country with the likes of and vocal shifts to be digiand tized. "Sickman" is a roller
Megadeth
layer,
n rax. From Facelift to Sap coaster ride of sound, starting
o irt, the integrity of their the trip with a crunchy riff,
Alice in Chains play Sunic has evolved in sync with then whirring through a psy- day, April I I at the SJSU Eveni
musicianship.
chedelic haze to end with a Center. Show starts at 7 p.m.
tffir
iGuitarist Jerry Cantrell had psycho-circus stomp. They Tickets available at Bass-Tickthi concept reaffirmed when still whet the appetites of etron and the Event Center 4’
heund an avid fan in Eddie Facelift fans with chunky, fist- Box Office.
Va Haien. On tour with an
Vol) was intense for Cantrell
1410 the band, especially when
ifih Haien decided the boys
Pmsents
twit:led a wardrobe change.
rh’iit infamous axeman Eddie
t)’a41 bought the four aspiring
, ,r4gemeisters new pairs of
,pe Martens and some flannel
tetlis to round out the ensembt
COFFEE ROASTING CO.
l’ hen that tour was slated
o , egin, Cantrell, thinking
31 days, inadNo
i ii mber had
Venfmly skipped a December
fiqt gig. To prevent future
time confusion, the record
company bought the guitarist
Aeket calendar for Christ ii I as:
._ ,),’Ilen they are on time, the
1))ifg-in-and-play feel of their
tOtlial assault leaves the listener
wilh an overwhelming feeling
3-7pla \X/FIKDAY8 50% OFF FAPPESLSO DPINKA
tha the whole is definitely’
greater than the sum of its
parts.
opm 7 Droks "in the Heart of 8an pedro (Square"
rt.Cantrell tells the stories
Mon-Wrcl: 7a-llp
from his heart: stories of
7a-la
addiction, death and dysfunc1Ia-la
tr.....elatitcn-sli ipolt
t itfiiLlif
tin-111)29

Campbell Coffee Qoa8tin8 Co

WIIME PEOPLE MEET

COME JOIN US FOR HAPPY HOUR:

N. PEDRO STI:21TT call -298-8040
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HAHILlION HOBBIES
pito SHOP -PAINT SUPPLIES
1117 Shaqa Ave. (off Alameda)
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Clock"
"Beatwith[he
504 1m orted Drafts
Come in to Churchill’s Pub this
Friday night and try to "Beat
the Clock". Starting at 9
o’clock, All imported
drafts (including ;
GUINNESS, BASS,
HARPS, PETE’S
WICKED ALE, etc.)
are only 50<. Then
every 5 minutes,
the price goes up a
dime. But come early, because every minute
does count. And remember, at Churchill’s Pub,
every Friday and Saturday night, there’s

NO COVER CHARGE.
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